ONLY TRUST YOUR HEART (BAR) - Benny Carter/Sammy Cahn
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Intro: | | ♩ ♩ |

Never trust the stars when you're about to fall in love

Look for hidden signs before you start to sigh

Never trust the moon when you're about to taste her/his kiss

She/He knows all the lines and she/he knows how to lie

Just wait for a night when the skies are all bare, then see if you care

Never trust your dreams when you're about to fall in love

For your dreams may quickly fall a-part

So, if you're smart, really smart, only trust your heart
Interlude: First 4 lines

Just wait for a night when the skies are all bare, then see if you care

Never trust your dreams when you're a-bout to fall in love

For your dreams may quickly fall a-part

So, if you're smart, really smart, only trust your heart
ONLY TRUST YOUR HEART - Benny Carter/Sammy Cahn
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Intro:  | G7sus | ✓ | ✓ | G7sus  G7 |

CMA7        F#7#9        Bm7        Em7
Never trust the stars when you're a-bout to fall in love

Am7       D7       GMA7       Dm7       G7b5
Look for hidden signs before you start to sigh

CMA7        F#7#9        Bm7        Em7
Never trust the moon when you're a-bout to taste her/his kiss

Am7       D7       Dm7       G7
She/He knows all the lines and she/he knows how to lie

CMA7       Em7       Am       Am7       F#m7       B7+       Em7       Dm7       G7
Just wait for a night when the skies are all bare, then see if you care

CMA7        F#7#9        Bm7        Em7
Never trust your dreams when you're a-bout to fall in love

Am7       D7       Bm7b5       E7
For your dreams may quickly fall a-part

Am       Cm6       G       Bm7       E7b9       Eb+       Am7       D7       G       Dm7       G7b5
So, if you're smart, really smart, only trust your heart

Interlude: First 4 lines

CMA7       Em7       Am       Am7       F#m7       B7+       Em7       Dm7       G7
Just wait for a night when the skies are all bare, then see if you care

CMA7        F#7#9        Bm7        Em7
Never trust your dreams when you're a-bout to fall in love

Am7       D7       Bm7b5       E7
For your dreams may quickly fall a-part

Am       Cm6       G       Bm7       E7b9       Eb+       Am7       D7       G       G6
So, if you're smart, really smart, only trust your heart